We’re in this together.
You can support local restaurants and double your dining impact with eScrip and Immunize Nevada.

Sign up at [escrip.rewardsnetwork.com](escrip.rewardsnetwork.com) and pick Immunize Nevada from the drop-down menu. By registering your existing credit/debit cards, a percentage of all purchases made at eScrip participating restaurants will be given back to Immunize Nevada.

The restaurants below are offering orders for curbside pick-up and delivery through services like Door Dash, Grubhub, Postmates, and Uber Eats. We encourage you to check hours and menu availability, as they may change daily.

### Las Vegas Restaurants

#### East of the Strip
- Abuela’s Tacos
- Bar Code Las Vegas
- Bowlology
- Buca di Beppo
- Kabob Korner
- Kabuki
- Port of Subs #192
- Thai House

#### West of the Strip
- Chef Kenny’s Asian Vegan
- Echo & Rig
- Lazeez Mediterranean Grill
- Manan Bakery
- Orchid Vietnamese
- Ricardo’s
- Rincon De Buenos Aires
- Siena Italian
- Tina’s Filipino Cuisine
- Tommy Rocker
- Trez Cazuelas

#### Southwest
- 808 Sushi
- Kabob Grill
- Spaghetty Western
- Streets of New York Pizza

#### On the Strip
- Kinnara Thai
- Pampas Las Vegas
- Port of Subs #169

#### Northwest
- Above the Crust Pizza
- Bowlology
- Brother’s Pizza
- Buca di Beppo
- Streets of New York Pizza

#### West
- Jaburritos
- Violette’s Vegan

#### Summerlin
- Bowlology
- DW Bistro
- Enso Tea Bar
- John Cutter
- Kobe Sushi
- Osaka Japanese Cuisine
- Paradise Place
- Rosati’s Pizza
- Siena Italian
- Sultan’s Grill
- Tomo Noodles
- VeggiEAT Xpress

#### Henderson
- Above the Crust Pizza
- Bibim Kitchen

#### Reno/Sparks Restaurants
- Arario Midtown
- Baja Fresh
- Casa Baeza—Truckee
- Crafted Palette
- MOD Pizza
- Noble Pie Parlor
- Pignic Pub & Patio
- Qdoba
- Sierra St Kitchen & Cocktails
- Skyline Kitchen & Vine